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Ward Process Consultants, Inc.
1307 Marshall Lane, Suite #201
Austin, TX 78703

February 13, 1998.
Mr. Alexander Ragsdale, Director of Operations of MOS-11, Motorola
MOS-11, Motorola
120 Technology Drive
Austin, Tx, 78745
Subject: Propsal to write a Process Yield Applications Handbook

Dear Mr Ragdale,
The following is a proposal to produce a hand book that will cover the theory and uses for process yields in the wafer fabrication plant at MOS-11.  This proposal contains background information on the need and benefits of such a handbook, who the handbook will be written for, a description of what the handbook will contain, my qualifications, a plan for completion, what the project will cost, tenative outline.  The handbook will be classfied as a resource handbook for your employes.  Should you have any questions or need clarification please feel free to contact me by Quickmail.
Need For The Handbook
As applied to your industry a process yield is a measure of how many good chips are produced as opposed to bad ones after a particular step in the manufacturing process.  Which makes yields a valuable tool for determining whether or not a particular step is a problem area in the process and need more resources devoted to it so improvements can be made.  Also, process yields are a good predicator to how reliable the chip will be when it hits the customer.  The problem is that many of the supervisors & engineers that make decisions on teh process don't understand just what yields are, how they are measured, and what items can specifically effect yields.  Since profits are directly related to how many, quickly, and reliably computer chips can be pushed out the door, it is essential that these decisions on the process are informed ones.
Benefits Of The Handbook
High process yields are essential for the production of reliable chips at a profit.  This being the case, it is important for everyone involved in the decision making process so that they can correctly interpret process yields.  Though there are several company sponsored classes on yields, they cost several hundred dollars per person and the money is wasted when no one remembers what they learned after a couple of weeks anyway.  The handbookwould not only introduce people to the theory of yields, it would provide an on the job, close at hand  reference for all the necessary formulaes and contributing factors that affect and make up yields.  Access to an easily-understandable, comprehensible information source on yields could lead to better decisions on tool selection, material usage, and efficient distribution of available manpower and resources.  All of this in turn leading to larger profits.  Besides, when you conduct the monthly meetings and discuss the yields of various chips, a lot of your people are unsure of what you are talking about, the handbook could help better educate your personnel and solve that problem.
Handbook Audience
The handbook will be written for supervisors, engineers and technicians involved in the activity of continuously improving the process and making it more efficient as well as cost effective.  It may also beused by company instructor’s wanting to introduce process yields to operators and whomever else wanting to learn about them at company sponsored classes.
Description
The handbook will be able to be used as a reference for process yeilds by anyone with a high school diploma, and will will contain technical background, graphics, and instruction on how to determine and use process yields including the relationship between high process yields and chip reliability.
	Technical Background.  The handbook will provide technical background on process yields.  It will demonstrate the 3 common yield measurement points in a process, explain the effect of wafer diameter, chip size, chip density, number of chips on the edge of the wafer, and defect density on yields, show how to calculate different types of yields, explain the four major factors that influence yields, explain the relationship between high process yields and reliability of the chip.
	Graphics.  The graphics in the handbook will consist of tables, graphs and pictures.  The tables will show examples of diffrent types of yields, chip size verses density, and formulas.  The graphs will show a visual representation of how yields are effected by various factors such as the number of defect’s on a wafer verses the size of each chip.  The pictures will show examples of different types of defects and distirbutions of bad chips on a wafer.
Qualifications
As you know, I worked for Motorola from ‘90 thru ‘95 along side Process Engineers and Technicians, before leaving to become an independant consultant.  For the past 3 yrs., I have been teaching at Austin Commumity College in the Semiconductor Manafacturing Techology program.  This means that I not only have on the job practical expierence but I have also taughtclasses on the wafer fabrication process which include process yields.  Meaning that I will be able to translate the classroom theory into practical on the job applications. 
Schedule For The Handbook
I will submit a final copy of the handbook on December 12 1998.  The following is a schedule for the project.
		1. Background research					October 7
		2. Set up interviews with Process Engineers and Techs 	October 10
		3. Preform interviews						October 14-16
		4. Write initial draft						October 27
		5. Create graphics						November 3
		6. Combine and review initial draft				November 10
		7. Submit initial copy						November 17

Costs
The projected costs for this project is as follows;
Onsite research & information collecting (20 hrs @ $100/hr)		2,000.00
Preparation of the 1st draft per your review (13 hrs @ $75/hr)		995.00
Revisions and final production (7 hrs @ $50/hr)				350.00
Reproduction & binding (250 copies)					5,000.00
										$8345.00

Tentative Outline
	  I. Introduction
	    A. Definition of process yields
	    B. Background behind process yields

	 II. Accummulative Wafer Fabrication Yield
	     A. Definition, introduce items that affect Fabrication Yield
	     B. Number of steps in a process
	     C. Wafer breakage and warping
	     D. Process variation
	     E. Process defects
	     F. Mask defects

	III. Wafer Sort Yield

	     A. Definition, introduce items that affect Sort Yield
	     B. Wafer diameter
	     C. Die size
	     D. Number of processing steps
	     E. Chip density
	     F. Defect density
	     G. Crystal defect density
	     H. Process cycle time
	     I. Formulas

	        1. Exponential model
	        2. Seeds model
 	        3. Murphy model
	        4. High density, small feature size model

	 IV. Final Test Yield
	  V. Overall process Yield
	 VI. Definitions of ceratin words
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